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aggregate formation. The present study demonstrates that the epidermal basal cell line 1011 obtained from SENCAR mice contains two distinct sublines of epithelial cells. One type of basal cell can form colonies by aggregates. The second type of
basal cell is normally well dispersed, and can form colonies only when the colony formation subline is introduced to another culture dish. In an attempt to understand the mechanism of colony formation of the basal epithelial cells, an assay for
colony formation was established by preparing aggregates of basal cells in a type I collagen gel and transferring aggregates to another dish with a type IV collagen gel. This assay successfully revealed that a number of the basal cells formed
colonies. The basal cells that formed colonies showed the same behavior as the colony formation subline cells during aggregate formation in the gel. In addition, this assay demonstrated that transformed cells in a monolayer suspension could also
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helps older drivers, supports course for Social Security Share this story
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) - State regulators have licensed a new wireless
technology that measures drivers' attention while on the road and could offer
teachers and parents a device that helps older drivers stay safe behind the
wheel. The technology is called DriveSafe Connect. It helps screen drivers for
distracted driving, and could enable health care providers to educate on road
safety. DriveSafe Connect is a new educational app that uses speech
recognition and patterns to measure driver attention, and alerts both parents
and teachers when a child is distracted or unsafe behind the wheel. The
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